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Abstract 
Performance-based contracting (PBC) is altering the fundamental relationship 
between buyers and suppliers engaged in the support of capital-intensive systems 
such as high-speed rail, defense, and power generation.  This relationship is shifting 
from a traditional transactional-based (return on sales) business approach to a 
collaborative, performance-based (return on investment) multi-year contractual 
model.  With PBC, the supplier is compensated for system performance rather than 
for each maintenance, repair, and overhaul (MRO) transaction.  PBC success lies in 
the incentive structure.  Under PBC supplier profits, system performance and 
operator costs are improved when smart investment decisions are made that trade 
year after year MRO costs for upfront investments that reduce total cost of 
ownership. 
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This paper develops a decision-theoretic model that determines the optimal contract 
length and optimal investment and pricing strategies for performance-based, post-
production service contracts that simultaneously maximizes the profit to the supplier 
while satisfying the customer’s needs.  The model accounts for reliability as a 
function investment, the average and variance of the cost to perform maintenance 
tasks, and for customers’ willingness to pay for a contract depending on its length.  
Numerical examples illustrate how optimal strategies depend on potential market 
size, expected cost per failure, and on other parameters of the model. 

Introduction 
There is a noticeable paradigm shift in the contractual relationship between suppliers 

and buyers of post-production support service.  Traditionally buyers and suppliers of post-
production support for high capital intensive systems (e.g., high speed rail, defense 
systems, and power distribution systems) have tended to adopt a transactional relationship 
(Sols, Nowicki, & Verma, 2007).  This buyer-supplier strategy is being supplanted by a more 
avant garde approach where the buyer-supplier relationship is characterized by long-term 
contracts focused on delivering performance and driving out cost for the buyer while 
providing satisfactory profit margins for the supplier (Randall, Pohlen, & Hanna, 2010). 
These performance-based service contracting strategies are referred to by a number of 
names such as performance-based logistics (PBL), performance-based contracting (PBC) 
and power-by-the-hour (PBH) with a central theme of providing an incentive structure based 
on multi-year contracts and shared cost avoidance (Kim, Cohen, & Netessine, 2007). 

The traditional approach to post-production service contracts adopts a transactional 
view where a supplier’s revenue and profit is generated with each service transaction. The 
more transactions, the more revenue and the more profit.  In contrast, a performance-based 
strategy ties the supplier’s revenue stream and profit margin to both the system performance 
and the cost associated with that performance.  As costs go down, assuming performance 
within contract specification, the supplier profits increase. 

One industry in which these PBC contracts are increasing is the United States 
Department of Defense (DoD) industry.  Based upon the success of these PBC contracts 
the DoD has mandated performance-based contracting as the method of choice for post-
production support of new systems (Vitasek & Geary, 2008).  Currently the DoD is engaged 
in 76 performance-based contracts with another 95 scheduled in the near future (Geary & 
Vitasek, 2008).  PBC has also been successfully employed in the commercial sector 
including aerospace, transportation, telecommunications, and power generation industries 
(Keating & Huff, 2005).  By 2005, 50 countries were exploring or implementing performance-
based maintenance contracts (National Cooperative Research Program, 2009).  Existing 
practices in PBC proved its efficiency in terms of cost reductions and increases in system 
performance (Fowler, 2008; Kratz, 2008).  

Suppliers using the traditional, transactional-based, post-production service 
agreements have generated satisfactory profit margins.  However, this facilitates an uneasy 
economic imbalance between suppliers and customers.  Alexander, Dayal, Dempsey, and 
Ark (2002) and Bundschuh and Dezvane (2003) recognize that even though after-sales 
support using the transactional economic model is a very profitable business for the 
supplier, the supplier’s lack the financial incentive to invest in cost-avoidance strategies 
such as reliability, maintainability, and supply chain improvements.  As a natural 
consequence of a performance-based contract, the supplier is inherently incentivized to 
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invest in design and supply improvements to reduce out-year costs.  As a result, there is 
often a mutually beneficial effect with the customer’s maintenance reduced, the system’s 
operational availability increased, and the supplier’s profit margin increased (Kim et al., 
2007). 

As systems are kept in operation longer, and as support costs increase, the focus on 
performance-based sustainment strategies is likely to continue to gain momentum.  
Currently, it is commonly recognized that the operating and sustainment costs of a system 
often exceed 80% of the total life cycle cost of the system (Fabrycky & Blanchard, 1991).  
For high capital systems, these costs are substantial.  For example, the expected cost to 
sustain the Joint Strike Fighter exceeds its development and production cost by over $250 
billion (GAO, 2008).  The commercial sector is equally burdened by the cost to sustain such 
systems.  In the U.S., the airline industry spent $45 billion in 2008 on maintenance, repair, 
and overhaul (MRO), this is against a calculated $185 billion in revenue (ATA, 2008; Flint, 
2007).  These costs represent both a significant burden and a significant opportunity.  

The opportunity arises from new and innovative post-production performance-based 
service strategies that conceptualize these sustainment cost streams as investment 
opportunities for the supplier and their supply chain partners.  Customers must provide 
incentives to the suppliers for the suppliers to invest in cost-avoidance strategies.  Central to 
any successful PBC contract is establishing a long-term relationship between a supplier and 
a customer (Sanders, Locke, Moore, & Autry, 2007; Sols et al., 2007).  A supplier’s decision 
to engage in a PBC with a customer, the amount of money a supplier is going to invest into 
cost avoidance alternatives, and the price a supplier is going to charge for its post-
production services are all highly interrelated and heavily influenced by contract length.  

The following fundamental research questions are addressed in our paper.  Our 
research contact with both suppliers and buyers has showed us that these questions 
represent critical strategic decisions facing suppliers (and buyers) as they consider 
engaging in a PBC. Frequently, we have been asked to help conceptualize models that 
allow prediction of the economic viability of transitioning from a traditional to a performance-
based service contract.  That work has led us to recognize five key variables that impact the 
profitability, and investment decisions associated with a PBC.  Those variables form the 
following questions. 

Research Question 1: For a certain contract length, what is the optimal level of 
investment in cost-avoidance strategies, and what is the optimal price to charge for the post-
production support service contract for an economically mutually satisfying experience for 
both the supplier and the customer?  

Although performance-based contracting has drawn significant attention in the 
existing literature, most publications focus on qualitative research with a definite lack of 
quantitative models to assist suppliers and customers in making informed PBC decisions.  
Keating and Huff (2005) describe current practices in PBC and Kim et al. (2007) discuss 
advantages of PBC over traditional contracting.  Sols et al. (2007) uncover the key 
characteristics of successful and unsuccessful PBC and further this research through the 
formulation of multi-dimensional reward and penalty schemes (Sols, Nowicki, & Verma, 
2008).  Nowicki, Steudel, Kumar, and Verma (2006) developed inventory allocation models 
in the face of PBC.  However, none of the existing research has developed optimal 
investment and pricing strategies for performance-based contracting.  This paper bridges 
this gap.  This paper develops a decision-theoretic model that results in the optimal 
investment strategy, the optimal pricing strategy, and determines the optimal length of the 
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contract and optimal reliability of the equipment, thus maximizing the supplier’s profit and 
simultaneously satisfying the customer’s performance requirements.  

The paper is organized as follows.  The Literature Review section reviews relevant 
literature on maintenance contracting, reliability, design, and pricing.  The Model section 
develops the decision-theoretic model for performance-based contracts.  The sections 
Model Notation Assumptions and Optimization derive the optimal investment and pricing 
strategies of the supplier for a given contract length.  The Numerical Analysis section 
numerically illustrates optimal strategies and the final section concludes the paper. 

Literature Review 
This section presents a review of relevant literature on performance-based and 

traditional post-production service contracts, service pricing models, reliability, design, and 
the intersection of these relatable areas.  While performance-based, post-production service 
contracting has emerged as a successful sustainment strategy in both the defense and 
commercial sectors (Fowler, 2008; Geary & Vitasek, 2008; Keating & Huff, 2005; Kratz, 
2008), academic research in this area is only in its embryonic stage of development.  
Publications on performance-based contracting (PBC) mostly consist of guidebooks and 
good practice references found in government-issued guidebooks for suppliers (DAU, 
2005a, 2005b).  Existing PBC scholarship typically provides qualitative insight into current 
practices and implications of PBC (Kim et al., 2007; Sols et al., 2007).  

The effects of PBC on the aerospace industry are discussed by Keating and Huff 
(2005) who suggest that PBC shifted risk from the customer to the supplier. The FCS Group 
for the Office of Financial Management (2005) conducted a literature review and surveyed 
several agencies and local jurisdictions that have implemented performance-based 
contracting on the best practices and trends in performance-based contracting.  They 
identified that suppliers had a number of management issues and difficulties related to the 
implementation of performance-based contracting.  

Few quantitative models exist in the general PBC domain and include Sols et al. 
(2008) who developed an n-dimensional performance model for use in a PBL arrangement.  
Nowicki et al.'s (2006) research examines inventory allocation under a PBL contract.  Kim et 
al. (2007) developed a principle-agent model to study the implications of performance-based 
contracts by analyzing performance requirement allocation and risk sharing when a single 
customer is contracting with a collection of suppliers.  We believe our model significantly 
furthers this effort by simultaneously determining the optimal investment, contract price, and 
contract length to maximize the supplier’s profit while meeting the expectations of its 
customer base. 

The pricing of new products and services is one of the key topics in the marketing 
literature (Marn, Roegner, & Zawada, 2003; Nagle & Holden, 1994; Rao, 1984).  The most 
popular approaches to establish prices include cost-plus, return-on-investment, and 
perceived value pricing.  The cost-plus approach sets a product’s price to cover all costs 
associated with the product (Hanson, 2006), whereas return on investment pricing sets 
prices to achieve a targeted return on investment (Pride, Hughes, & Kapoor, 2008).  The 
perceived value pricing approach is the most challenging of the three.  It sets the price of a 
product according to a customer’s perception of the product’s value and requires surveying 
customers and inquiring about the maximal price that they are willing to pay for a product of 
particular quality, so called reservation price (Breidert, 2006).  Optimal pricing models 
developed in the marketing literature are mostly focused on goods rather than on services 
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and to the best of our knowledge there does not exist any model for optimal pricing of 
performance-based contracts.  

Traditional maintenance contracting has been extensively studied in the literature 
(Levery, 2002; Sherif & Smith, 1987; Stremersch, Wuyts, & Frambach, 2001), however the 
existing models for traditional maintenance contracting are inapplicable for performance-
based contracting since they do not simultaneously optimize pricing and investment 
strategies and they do not consider varying contracting periods.  Murthy and Yeung (1995) 
used a game theoretic approach to derive optimal maintenance strategies for a customer 
and an independent service provider.  They assumed that the customer determines the time 
between maintenance services and that the service provider determines the costs and the 
time to order spare parts.  Asgharizadeh and Murthy (2000) and Murthy and Asgharizadeh 
(1999) use a game theoretic approach to derive their models under an assumption that a 
customer has to choose whether to accept a contract and to pay a fixed price or to reject the 
contract and to pay a cost of repair whenever equipment fails.  The authors assumed that a 
service provider controls the price of the contract and the cost of repairs.  Jackson and 
Pascual (2008) considered pricing of maintenance service contracts and determined the 
optimal number of clients to service in order to maximize the profits of a service provider.  

Central to any performance-based contractual arrangement in order to properly 
sustain the operation of a system over time is the reliability of the system.  Reliability is a 
dimension of quality (Murthy & Blischke, 2006) and it is defined as the probability that the 
product (system) will perform its intended function for a specified time period when operating 
under normal (or stated) environmental conditions.  In the literature, the notions of reliability 
and quality are often used interchangeably.  The majority of research on investment in 
product reliability optimizes the inherent trade-off between the reliability of a product and its 
market entry timing (Lilien & Yoon, 1990).  For example, Deshmukh and Chikte (1977) 
presented a semi-Markov decision model for optimal funding of a product quality 
improvement project and time of the project termination.  The authors assumed that a profit 
from the product is a function of the final product quality developed in comparison with that 
of the competing products available in the market on that date.  Cohen, Eliashberg, and Ho 
(1996) developed a multistage model of a product quality improvement process optimizing 
time to market and a performance target.  Levesque (2000) explored the effects of funding 
and its return on product quality and developed an analytical framework for optimal stopping 
rules for the development of the new product. Murthy, Rausand, and Virtanen (2009) 
developed a qualitative framework allowing manufacturers to achieve an optimal trade-off 
between an investment and the cost of consequences of inadequate product reliability.  To 
the best of our knowledge, there is no research work developing a model for reliability 
improvement in the context of performance-based contracting.  

As evident from our literature review, there is a lack of quantitative models for 
optimal investment and pricing strategies for suppliers offering performance-based contracts 
for new systems or for moving from traditional maintenance contracts to performance-based 
contracts for existing systems.  To our knowledge, our paper is the first to develop a 
decision-theoretic model that optimally determines the periodic price point of a performance-
based contract, the amount of money a supplier should invest in improving the reliability of 
the system it will contractually support, and the length of the contract between the customer 
and the supplier. 
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Model 
Suppose a supplier offers a system for sale to its addressable market M with each 

potential customer having the option to engage in a post-production service contract.  The 
salable system has an initial reliability of r0, however, the supplier has the ability to improve 
the system design by investing x toward increasing the system’s reliability according to r(x), 
where r(x) ≥ r0.  A customer purchasing the system is offered a post-production service 
contract at a fixed periodic fee p in exchange for a full complement of maintenance services.  
If the customer purchases the post-production contract, then the customer receives the 
system, with reliability r(x), and the supplier is now responsible for the costs and risks 
associated with sustaining the proper operation of the system over the length (k) of the 
contract.  A supplier’s addressable market consists of M potential customers whose 
willingness to pay the periodic fee for the post-production service contract directly depends 
on the reliability of the system r(x) and on the length of the service contract k.  Let wr(x),k(v), v 
> 0 be the probability density function of reservation fees, that is, the maximum fee that a 
customer is willing to pay for the k-period contract if the system reliability is r(x).  A customer 
buys the post-production service contract if the supplier’s actual periodic contract fee p is 
less than or equal to the customer’s reservation fee.  The fraction of the M potential 
customers that will engage in a post-production service contract of length k with the supplier 
is  

Wr, k( p) = wr(x ), k(v)
p

∞

∫ dv.
    (1) 

The total profit to the supplier, assuming the supplier invests x into improving the 
reliability of its system’s design, is  

Π(x, p,k) = M 1
j(1+i)j=1

l

∑ (p − f (r(x))) wr(x ), k(v)
p

∞

∫ dv − x
,  (2) 

where p is a periodic contract fee, i is an interest rate, and f((r(x)) is the total cost of all 
system failures for a single period within a k-period contract given that the system has a 
reliability of r(x). 
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Model Notation and Assumptions 

Table 1 

The new, decision-theoretic post-production service model developed herein is 
greatly influenced by the reliability of the system the supplier is contracted to sustain, the 
cost to the supplier each time a maintenance action is required, the supplier’s total 
ownership cost of a system failure, and the willingness of a customer to engage in a post-
production service contract with the supplier.  Each of these variables are discussed below, 
highlighting the defining assumptions and key interrelationships: 

Notation 

Let us make the following four assumptions, denoted by (A1)-(A4):  

(A1) The system reliability r depends on cost avoidance investment x in the following 
way:  

r(x) = ro + (1− ro) 1−
1

x γ +1
⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ =

x + roγ
x + γ ,   (3) 

where γ > 0 is a marginal investment parameter, defined as the marginal investment 
required to achieve an incremental improvement of system reliability. The function r(x) 
satisfies the assumption regarding the initial reliability of the equipment (r(0) = r0). The 
signoid shape of the curve r(x) describes the relationship between system reliability and 
investment observed in reality fairly well (Levesque, 2000). 

M  number of potential customers. 
k  length of a contact. 
m  number of missions in a single time period of a contract of length k. 
r0  initial reliability of the system for the mission time tm. 
r(x)  reliability of the system for a cost avoidance investment of x. 
γ  marginal investment parameter. 

f(r(x))  total cost of all system failures for a single period, given that the system has a 
reliability r(x). 

μc  average cost per failure. 
σc  standard deviation of the cost per failure. 
p  periodic contract fee. 
i  interest rate. 
d  discount per period expected by customers.  

λ maximal fee that customers are willing to pay for the single-period contract if r(x) = 
1. 

wr(x),k  probability density function of customers reservation fees. 

Wr(x),k(p)  fraction of customers that will engage in the k-period contract with the periodic fee 
equal to p and the reliability of the system is r(x). 

Π(x,p,k)  total profit to the supplier when investing capital x into the system reliability design 
for a k-period post-production contract with periodic fee p.  
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(A2) The cost per failure is a normally distributed random variable with the mean μc 
and variance σc

2. 

(A3) The expected cost of all system failures per period decreases with reliability 
improvements is f (r(x)) = cm(1− r(x)) , where m is the number of missions in a single time 
period. 

(A4) The customers’ reservation fees follow the triangular distribution: 

wr(x), k(v) =

2(λ(1− d(k −1))r − p)
2(λ(1− d(k −1))r)

, 0 ≤ p ≤ λ(1− d(k −1))r

0, o.w.

⎧ 

⎨ 
⎪ ⎪ 

⎩ 
⎪ 
⎪ 

,   (4) 

where λ is a maximal fee that customers are willing to pay for the contract if reliability 
of the equipment will be improved to r(x) = 1 and d is a discount per period expected by 
customers if they buy a multi-period contract.  The use of a triangular distribution to 
represent reservation fees is consistent with the current state of the pricing literature 
(Kirman, Schulz, Hardle, & Werwatz, 2005). 

Optimization 
The goal of the supplier is to identify an optimal investment x*, optimal periodic 

contract fee p* and optimal contract length k* that maximize the supplier’s expected profit 
E[Π(x,p,k)] from a k-period contract (k = 1,...,n): 

E Π(x*, p*,k*)[ ]=
k=1,...,n
max E Π(x*, p*,k)[ ]

,    (5) 

where, 

E Π(x*, p*,k*)[ ]=
{x,p}∈Fx, p

max E Π(x, p,k)[ ]
,    (6) 

with a set of feasible solutions: 

Fx, p = {x, p} | x > 0,0 ≤ p ≤ λ)1− d(k −1))r{ }.    (7) 

where the upper bound for the price follows from triangularly distributed customers’ 
reservation prices. Under the assumptions (A1)-(A4), an expected profit is given by  

E Π(x, p,k)[ ]=

2MIk(p(x + γ) −μcm(1− ro)γ)(p(x + γ) − λDk(x + roγ))
2λ 2Dk

2(x + roγ) (x + γ)
− x, 0 ≤ p ≤ λDkr(x)

0, o.w.

⎧ 
⎨ 
⎪ 

⎩ ⎪ 
 (8) 

where, Dk = (1 - d(k - 1)) and Ik = (1 + i - (1 + i)-k)⁄i.  

The optimal investment x* and the optimal periodic fee p* for the k-period contract 
are either critical points determined from the first order necessary conditions:  

(x*,p*,k )

∂E Π(x, p,k)[ ]
∂x

= 0
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and (x*,p*,k )

∂E Π(x, p,k)[ ]
∂p

= 0
,    (9) 

or belong to the boundary of the feasible set Fxp. With Equation 8, Equation 9 reduces to 

p =
2μcm(1− ro)γ + λDkX

3(X − γ(1− ro))  
and 

4MγIk(1− ro)
2(XλDk−cm(1−ro)γ) (cm(3X + 2(1− ro)γ) + XλDk) − 27 3X 2λ 2Dk

2(X + (1+ ro)γ) = 0 
where, X = x + r0γ. If (x*,p*) is a critical point it satisfies the second order sufficient 
conditions: 

(x*,p*)

2∂ E Π(x, p)[ ]
2∂ x

< 0,
 and (x*,p*)

2∂ E Π(x, p)[ ]
2∂ p

< 0,
  (10) 

and 

(x*,p*)

2∂ Π(x, p)
2∂ x

2∂ Π(x, p)
2∂ p

−
2∂ Π(x, p)
∂x∂p

2∂ Π(x, p)
∂p∂x

> 0,
   (11) 

The optimal solution (x*, p*) is obtained numerically for all k = 1,...,n and the optimal 
contracting period k* follows from Equation 5. 

Numerical Analysis 
This section analyzes how the optimal investment x*, optimal contract fee p*, optimal 

contract length k*, reliability r(x*), and the expected profit Π* = E[Π(x*,p*,k)] depend on 
parameters d, λ, μc, r0, M and γ.  

Suppose a supplier of airplane engines plans to introduce a performance-based 
post-production service option to a market consisting of 60 potential customers (M = 60). 
The maximal periodic fee that customers are willing to pay for the post-production 
maintenance service contract is $100,000 (λ = 100).  Customers expect a 7% discount per 
period if they subscribe to a multi-period contract (d = 0.07).  The initial reliability of the 
engines is 0.7 (r0 = 0.7) and at least a $100, 000 investment is required to improve the 
reliability of the engines up to r0 + 1/2(1 -r0) = 0.85 (γ = 100).  Let the periodic interest rate 
be equal to 5% (i = 0.05).  The expected cost per failure is $20,000 (μc=20) and the variance 
of the cost per failure is $4,000 (σc=4).  Assume that a period consists of 10 missions (m = 
10).  Table 2 summarizes the parameters considered in this example.   

Table 2. Baseline Example 

Parameter d M λ r0 γ μc σc m i 

Value  0.07 60 100 0.7 100 20 10 10 0.05 
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The optimal investment and the optimal contract fee for each k-period contract (k = 
1,...,6) are obtained from Figures 1(a) and 1(c).  The results, as illustrated through this 
example, suggest that the longer the contract length, the higher the optimal investment and 
the lower the optimal periodic contract fee.  Figures 1(b) and 1(d) show that a longer 
contract length results in a system that is delivered with a higher reliability to the customer 
and provides an even greater profit to the supplier.  Herein lies the economic win-win for 
both the supplier and customer and provides the necessary mechanisms to properly 
incentivize the supplier to invest in cost avoidance strategies.  In this example, a 6-period 
contract is best with an optimal investment of $751,302 and the optimal periodic contract fee 
is $25,602.  This contract results in reliability equal to 0.965 and the expected total profit of 
the supplier is $1,227, 210. 

  

(a) Optimal investment (x) vs contract length (k) (b) Reliability r(x) vs contract length (k) 

  

(c) Optimal contract fee (p) vs contract length (k) (d) Profit (π) vs contract length (k) 
 

Figure 1. Optimal Investment, Reliability, Periodic Contract Fee and Profit as 
Functions of Contract Length 

Parameters in Table 2 may vary due to different economic conditions.  The 
remainder of this section discusses the sensitivity of the optimal (for the considered 
example) results on the parameters of the model.  Understanding the sensitivity of these 
parameters is central to the contractual negotiation process for both the supplier and the 
customer.  Figures 2–7 show x*, p*, Π* and k* as functions of the discount per period, d; 
market size, M; customers’ willingness to pay, λ; initial reliability, r0; marginal investment 
parameter, γ; and the expected cost per failure, μc.  Table 3 summarizes how the optimal 
contract’s length depends on variations of the parameters d, M, λ, r0, γ, μc. 

Table 3. Sensitivity of the Optimal Contract’s Length on the Model Parameters 

Parameter k*=6 k*=5 k*=4 k*=3 k*=2 k*=1 No contract
d [0, 0.08] (0.08, 0.1] (0.1, 0.13] (0.13, 0.18] (0.18, 0.33] [0.33, 0.4]  
M [38, 100] [20, 38)     [0,20) 
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λ [80, 150] [60, 80]      
r0 [0.5, 0.9]       
γ [0,170) [170,380)     [380,+∞) 
μc [0, 34) [34,40)      

Optimal investment and contract length are increasing functions of the market size, 
whereas the optimal periodic contract fee is a decreasing function of the market size (see 
Figure 2).  Moreover, a certain critical market size, which depends on the contract’s length, 
is required for profitability of a contract.  For example, it is unprofitable to provide 1-period 
contracts if the potential market has less than 46 customers and it is unprofitable to provide 
6-period contracts if there are less than 14 potential customers on the market, see Figure 
3(c).  This has the following interpretation.  Customers are willing to pay higher fees as the 
reliability of engines improves.  Consequently, the supplier has to invest as much as 
possible in reliability improvement.  However, if the supplier invests large capital in reliability 
and the market size is small, the supplier may not break even.  Thus the optimal investment 
increases gradually with market size. 

   
(a) Optimal investment  (b) Optimal periodic contract fee 

    
(c) Profit     (d) Optimal contract’s length   

Figure 2. Optimal Investment, Periodic Contract Fee, Profit and Optimal 
Contract’s Length as Functions of the Market Size 

The optimal investment, the contract’s periodic fee, and length are decreasing 
functions of the discount per period expected by customers (see Figure 3).  Although, in 
general, longer contracts are more profitable, the supplier should offer shorter contracts if 
the discount per period is high. 
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(a) Optimal investment  (b) Optimal periodic contract fee 

     

(c) Profit     (d) Optimal contract’s length   

Figure 3. Optimal Investment, Periodic Contract Fee, Profit and Optimal 
Contract’s Length as Functions of the Discount Expected by Customers 
The optimal investment, periodic contract fee, and the contract’s length are 

increasing functions of the maximal price that customers are willing to pay for a single-period 
contract (see Figure 4).  In other words, the more customers are willing to pay, the higher 
fees the supplier should charge. 

The optimal investment and periodic contract fee are decreasing functions of the 
initial reliability (see Figure 5). The higher the initial reliability the less the supplier has to 
invest to achieve a targeted level of reliability and consequently the lower the optimal 
contract fee. 
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(a) Optimal investment  (b) Optimal periodic contract fee 

     

(c) Profit     (d) Optimal contract’s length   

Figure 5. Optimal Investment, Periodic Contract Fee, Profit and Optimal 
Contract’s Length as Functions of the Initial Reliability 

The optimal investment and periodic contract fee increase as the marginal 
investment parameter increases (see Figure 6).  However, for each contract length there 
exists a marginal investment threshold where it is unprofitable for the supplier to invest in 
reliability improvement.  For example, if γ >200, it is unprofitable to invest in reliability 
improvements for 1-period contracts and if γ >380, it is unprofitable to invest in reliability 
improvements for 2-period contracts. Thus, the threshold level rises with the contract’s 
length. 
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(b) Optimal investment  (c) Optimal periodic contract fee 

    

(d) Profit (e) Optimal contract’s length   

Figure 6. Optimal Investment, Periodic Contract Fee, Profit and Optimal 
Contract’s Length as Functions of the Marginal Investment Parameter 

The optimal investment and periodic contract fee are increasing functions of the 
expected cost per failure (see Figure 7).  If the cost per failure is high, the supplier needs to 
invest in reliability as much as possible in order to reduce the number of future failures and 
consequently avoid future costs.  More failures are likely to occur during longer contracts.  
Thus, the optimal contract’s length is a decreasing function of the expected cost per failure.  
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(b) Optimal investment  (c) Optimal periodic contract fee 

(d) Profit     (e) Optimal contract’s length   

Figure 7. Optimal Investment, Periodic Contract Fee, Profit and Optimal 
Contract’s Length as Functions of the Expected Cost Per Failure 

In summary, the following conclusion can be drawn:  

 The optimal investment is an increasing function of the expected cost per 
failure, the market size, and the customers’ willingness to pay, but it is a 
decreasing function of the initial reliability.  

 The optimal periodic contract fee is an increasing function of the contract’s 
length, the customers’ willingness to pay, and an expected cost per failure, 
but it is a decreasing function of the initial reliability and market size.  

 Longer post-production service contracts require higher optimal investments 
but provide higher system reliability.  

 Optimal contract length is a decreasing function of the discount per period, 
the expected cost per failure, and the marginal investment parameter, and it 
is an increasing function of the market size and the maximal price that 
customers are willing to pay for a single-period contract.  
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Conclusions 
As performance-based contracts (PBC) continue to gain momentum, it is important 

for suppliers to determine the right price to charge in order to capture business to provide 
service to its own systems or other systems it is capable of sustaining.  This paper develops 
a decision-theoretic model to assist suppliers in defining their investment and pricing 
strategies for performance-based, post-production service contracts.   To our knowledge we 
are the first to develop, under a PBC, a mathematical model and corresponding solution to 
determine the optimal investment, contract price, and contract length that maximizes the 
supplier’s profit while meeting the expectations of its customer base. 

Of particular interest is gaining insight into the underlying motivation for a supplier to 
engage in a PBC with a customer, or collection of customers, or a customer’s willingness to 
enter into a PBC with a supplier.  Our findings suggest that these decisions are heavily 
influenced by the contract length, the supplier’s level of cost avoidance investment, and the 
periodic contract fee the supplier offers to its addressable market. 

Numerical examples analyze the optimal contract length, investment, system 
reliability, and optimal periodic fee with respect to the initial system reliability, customers’ 
willingness to pay, the expected cost per failure, and other parameters of the model.  The 
findings from this numerical example suggest that there is a formidable tradeoff space in 
determining, first and foremost, if a supplier should offer a PBC to its customer base, and if a 
PBC is offered what price should be offered.  The price offering is heavily influenced by the 
reliability of the system the supplier is offering to service, the length of the contract, and the 
amount of money the supplier will invest into cost avoidance strategies such as reliability 
and supply chain improvements. 

We believe this is just the beginning of an area of research that focuses on 
managerial decisions at the intersection of system design, supply chains, and sustainment.   
Cost avoidance strategies run the gambit of improving the reliability of a system to capital 
investment into spares to satisfy a customer’s requirements.   Among other research 
questions is how to optimally allocate funds among competing cost avoidance alternatives?  
As it relates to PBC, a future area of research is to determine how to invest in these 
competing and sometimes complimentary cost avoidance alternatives in order to increase 
the likelihood of contract capture and to further increase profit. 
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What are Performance‐Based, 
Post‐Production Service Contracts

• Performance Based
– Metrics

– Delivery of Value Propositions instead of Products

• Post‐Production
– Sustainment

– Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO)

– SupportSupport

• Service
– Trend towards Servicization

• Traditional vs. Performance‐Based Post‐Production Support
– Shift in underlying business paradigm

T ti l ( t l ) P f ( t i t t)– Transactional (return on sales) vs. Performance (return on investment)
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Motivation:
Cost of Post-Production Support

Joint Strike Fighter (JSF)

JSF has a development and 
production cost of a staggering 
$350 billion (GAO, 2008) 

The predicted cost to sustain 
the JSF: in excess of $600 
billion (GAO, 2008) 

Photo: AP



Motivation: 
Cost of Post-Production Support

U.S. Airline Industry

In the U S the Airline Industry spent $45 billion inIn the U.S., the Airline Industry spent $45 billion in 
2008 on maintenance repair and overhaul (MRO), 
this is against a calculated $185 billion in revenue 
(Flint 2007; A.T.A. 2008).

Photo: www.aviationexplorer.com



Research Questions

• What are the key characteristics and metrics that define a 
successful PBC?

• What characteristics make a program a candidate for 
switching from a traditional logistics contract to a PBC 
contract?

• What is the optimal price and length of a PBC contract?

• What is the optimal investment strategy in system design and 
supply chain improvements?
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Uncovering Key Characteristics:
Nexus of Systems Engineering, Global Supply 

Ch i S t i t d L i tiChains; Sustainment; and Logistics:

Effective 
Analytical Models

Effective 
Analytical Models

SharpSharp

Analytical ModelsAnalytical Models

Sound Systems

Sharp 
Business 
Acumen

Sharp 
Business 
Acumen

Sound Systems 
Engineering Design 
and Architecting



Research Considerations:
Systems Engineering, Global Supply Chains; Sustainment; 

Simplicity 
Simulation

and Logistics:

Systems 
Engineering 
Design and

Parsimony
Partition 
(internal 
cohesion)

Analytical 
M d l

DeterministicAdaptive

Design and 
Architecture

Modularity

Partition 
(change 

frequency)

Partition 
(“ilities”)

Models
Stochastic

Heuristic

Agent Based

ff d b l
q y)

Business 

Affordability

Cost 
AvoidanceLife Cycle

Where is Acumen
Opportunity 

Cost

Time Value of 

Contract 
Type

Elements 

Where is 
Servicization?

Money



SoS Research Objectives:
Global Supply Chains; Sustainment; and Logistics:

• Understand how adopting SoS perspective changes investment decisions  

• Extend current thinking to be more inclusive of opportunities that may be uncovered by examining 

sustainment from a multi-year, multi-objective, multi-constraint, multi-resource, and multi-system 

perspectiveperspective.

• Leverage interactions between technical, material, procedural and engineering innovations that result in 

decreased cost and improved performance.

• Understand the true cost associated with unreliability

• Emerging research suggests more aggregate management drives earlier initiation of reliability 

improvement investment.improvement investment. 



Research Objectives:
Outcome-Based Price Optimization



Notation
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Assumptions
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Assumptions
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Optimization Model
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Theoretical Results
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Theoretical Results
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Research Objectives:
System Design and Enabling Infrastructure Decisions



Future Research:
Examining Key characteristics

• How does acquisition 
strategy influencestrategy influence 
spending over the life 
cycle? Trade‐offs among 
investment, cost, price, 
and contract term.

• Does a government 
population view 
investment recovery andinvestment recovery and 
risk differently from the 
commercial sector?

• Can a survey approach 
develop robust and 
statistically valid data 
more quickly than 
standard empiricalstandard empirical 
methods?



Research Questions: 
Systems Engineering Global Supply Chains; Sustainment; and Logistics:Systems Engineering, Global Supply Chains; Sustainment; and Logistics:

ResearchResearch
FocusFocus

• What is the true cost of unreliability?
• How do you define Affordability Strategies?
• What is the incremental benefit of an improvement in an “ility” to the

Effective 
Analytical 
M d lWhat is the incremental benefit of an improvement in an  ility  to the 

supplier? Customer?
• What metrics, resources, costs and relationships need to be considered in 

evaluating Affordability Strategies?
• What contract type should be used for a PBL?

Models

What contract type should be used for a PBL?
• What is the optimal price of a PBL contract?
• What is the optimal length of a PBL contract?
• Do government perceptions of PBL differ from those of industry?
• How do you define an Obsolescence and Technology Insertion Strategy

Strong 
Systems 

Engineering 
Design and

Sharp 
Business 
AcumenHow do you define an Obsolescence and Technology Insertion Strategy 

(decisions and timing)?
Design and 
Architecture



Multi‐Year Research Stream
Research In Progress

• Nowicki, David, A Framework for Performance Based Strategy, 
targeted for Management Science

• Randall Wesley S David Nowicki & Jose Ramirez‐Marquez “A

Research Under Review

• Randall, Wesley S., Steve Brady, and David Nowicki, “Business Case 
Analysis in the Face of Investment and Innovation Based Post‐
Product Support,” revise and resubmit at the Transportation Journal.

Randall, Wesley S., David Nowicki, & Jose Ramirez‐Marquez  A 
Design Decision in the Presence of PBL: Redundancy and Spares 
Allocation Considering Multiple System Effectiveness Criteria,” 
targeted for submission to Management Science.  

• Wesley Randall & David Nowicki, "Role of Incentive Structure in 
Performance Strategy," Abstract presented at POMs 2009, targeted 
for submission to Journal of Production and Operations 
Management.

• Nowicki, David A., Jose Ramirez‐Marquez & Wesley Randall,
“Improving the Computational Efficiency of Metric‐Based Spares 
Algorithms,” revise and resubmit at the European Journal of 
Operational Research.

• Randall, Wesley S., David Nowicki, and Timothy G Hawkins, 
“Explaining the Effectiveness of Performance Based Logistics: A 
Quantitative Examination” under review at the International JournalManagement.

• Nowicki, David, & Wesley Randall "The Real Cost of (un)Reliability," 
targeted for submission to Management Science.

• Randall, Wesley S. Performance Based Strategy: A Survey of the 
Literature, targeted for International Journal of Physical Distribution 
and Logistics Management

d ll l S d S "S i d i i i

Quantitative Examination  under review at the International Journal 
of Physical Distribution and Logistics Management.

• Nowicki, David A., Wesley Randall, & Jose Ramirez‐Marquez, 
“Optimal Cost Avoidance Investment and Pricing Strategies for 
Performance Base Post‐Production Service Contract,” Under review 
at the European Journal of Operational Research.

• Hawkins Timothy, Wesley Randall, and Adam V. Coyne, “Sustainable 
• Randall, Wesley S., and Steve Geary, "Service Based Logistics, a View 

from the Top,” targeted for submission to Harvard Business Review.
Integrity in an Unethical Context:  How Electronic Reverse Auctions 
Counter the Negative Effect of Wasta,” Under review at the Journal 
of Business Logistics.

• Haynie, Jeffrey A., Wesley S. Randall, Achilles A. Armenakis, Steve 
Geary, David Nowicki, and Timoth G. Hawkins, “Team Innovation and 
Learning: A Qualitative Inquiry into an Evolutionary Change 
Initiative," under review at the International Journal of Physical 
Di ib i d L i i MDistribution and Logistics Management.

• Randall, Wesley S., Michael Gravier, & Victor Prybutok, “The Role of 
Connectedness in Customer Relationships,” under review at The 
Journal of Marketing, Theory, and Practice.



Multi‐Year Research Stream
Selected Completed Research

• Randall, Wesley S., Terry L. Pohlen, and Joe B. Hanna, (2010) 
"Evolving a Theory of Performance Based Logistics Using Insights 
from Service Dominant Logic,” Journal of Business Logistics Vol. 31, 
No 2 pages 35 62

Selected Completed Research

• Randall, Wesley S., Michael J. Gravier, and Vicktor Prybutok, 
(Forthcoming), “Connection, Trust, and Commitment: 
Dimensions of Co‐Creation?,” The Journal of Strategic 
MarketingNo. 2, pages 35‐62.

• Defee, C. Clifford, Brent D. Williams, Wesley Randall and Rodney 
Thomas, (2010) “An Inventory of Theories in Logistic and Supply 
Chain Management Research,” the International Journal of Logistics 
Management, Vol 21, No. 3.

• Randall, Wesley S., C. Clifford Defee, and Steven Brady, (2010) 
“Value Propositions of the U.S. Trucking Industry,” Transportation

Marketing.

• Hawkins, Timothy, Wesley Randall, and C. Michael Wittmann, 
(2009) “An Empirical Examination of Reverse Auction 
Appropriateness,” Journal of Supply Chain Management. Vol
45, Issue 4, pp. 55‐71.

• Randall, Wesley S., and M. Theodore Farris, (2009) “Supply 
Ch i Fi i U i C h T C h V i bl t St thValue Propositions of the U.S. Trucking Industry,  Transportation 

Journal Vol 12, No 3, pp 5‐23.

• Geary, Steve, Scott Koster, Wesley S. Randall, and Jeffrey Haynie, 
(2010) “Success Enablers for Organic Participation in Performance 
Based Life Cycle Support Strategies,” Defense Acquisition Review 
Journal, October, pp. 450‐483.

• Randall, Wesley S., and C. Clifford Defee, (2008) “Exploring the 3PL 

Chain Financing: Using Cash‐To‐Cash Variables to Strengthen 
the Supply Chain,” International Journal of Physical 
Distribution and Logistics Management, Vol 39, Issue 8, pp. 
669‐689.

• Randall, Wesley S., and M. Theodore Farris, (2009) “Utilizing 
Cash‐to‐Cash to Benchmark Company Performance,”
Benchmarking: An International Journal, Vol 16, Issue 4, pp.

Value Proposition,” Journal of Transportation Management, Vol 19, 
No 1, pp. 17‐39.

• Gravier, Michael, Wesley S. Randall, & David Strutton, (2008) “The 
Role of Knowledge, Cohesion, and Environmental Uncertainty in 
Alliance Performance:  A Meta‐Analysis,” Journal of Knowledge 
Management, Vol 12, No 6, pp. 117‐130.

N i ki D St d l H K U & V D 2006 S

Benchmarking: An International Journal, Vol 16, Issue 4, pp. 
449‐469. 

• Thomas, Rodney, C. Clifford Defee, Wesley Randall, and Brent 
D. Williams, “Assessing the Managerial Relevance of 
Contemporary Supply Chain Management Research” 
Forthcoming International Journal of Physical Distribution and 
Logistics Management.

• Nowicki, D., Steudel, H., Kumar, U., & Verma, D. 2006. Spares 
provisioning under performance‐based logistics contract: profit‐
centric approach. Journal of Operational Research Society.

• Sols, A., Nowicki, D., & Verma, D. 2007. Defining the Fundamental 
Framework of an Effective Performance‐Based Logistics Contract. 
Engineering Management Journal, 19(2): 40‐50.

• Sols, A., Nowicki, D., & Verma, D. 2008. n‐Dimensional 
effectiveness metric‐compensating reward scheme in 
performance‐based logistics contracts. Systems Engineering, 
11(2): 93‐106.
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